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Cheerleading as a new sport is gradually into the campus. At first, nobody cares 
about, became very popular right now .That can be described through a long process. 
In recent years, with the emphasis on college sports Cheerleading, more and more 
college students know and love with the sport. But we need to recognize the 
development of the movement Cheerleading almost all the university-based, has not 
really reached a level of well-known. Even college students are still a lot of people 
there is an error Cheerleading awareness campaign, which is the development of 
science Cheerleading is very unfavorable. In this paper, as the starting point of college 
students, focuses on the movement Cheerleading value and significance, and 
Cheerleading Gymnastics Integrated capability of College Students. The first chapter 
introduces the sport of Cheerleading significance and necessity of the second chapter 
discussed the research methods and techniques. The third chapter is the focus of 
chapters on the history Cheerleading evolution and present characteristics described 
Cheerleading Gymnastics development potential in China. The author discusses the 
virtue, wisdom, Cheerleading Activities on the comprehensive training, mainly in the 
moral side to improve will power and creativity; mainly in intellectual education 
learning ability, observation ability and the ability to increase resistance to frustration; 
in sports Aspects of Cheerleading by objective surveys of the indicators for the 
physical function improved; in aesthetics primarily for external beauty and inner 
beauty of the increase. Then discussed the coordination between the various capacity 
development and mutual promotion. Finally, the campus building and the sports 
culture and the race course system Cheerleading sound system and other auxiliary 
systems coupled together with movement Cheerleading contribute to the 
development. 
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